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We’re very excited about

our partnership with

Denodo as we continue to

help our customers

streamline and accelerate

access to data in support

of their digital

transformation initiatives.

Twenty20's deep

integration expertise

combined with Denodo's

market leading data

virtualization platform will

help our combined

customers significantly

reduce the amount of time

and IT overhead costs in

adopting a modern data

integration architecture

that is flexible and scalable

to expanding needs of

business without

compromising on data

integrity and speed.

Accelerate data access and
time to market for business

Twenty20 Systems helps customers achieve lasting business
outcomes from their ongoing strategic initiatives (omni-channel,
digital enablement, legacy transformation, cloud migration) by taking
a modernized yet faster approach to delivering reliable and
actionable data from across their enterprise. Denodo's data
virtualization platform makes this possible with minimal effort and
breadth of capabilities. We remain deeply committed to our slogan
"Your vision is our mission" through innovation, dedication and
flawless execution of consultative projects across industry verticals.

We typically bring the following direct benefits to our customers
implementing our solutions:

1. Value realization - from existing IT investments without having to
re-invest in new technologies and/or tools through a re-defined
modern architectural approach to meeting the data where it resides
today. Results in significant cost savings.
2. Speed to data access - as our modernized approach is
implemented, consumers typically gain access to reliable, governed
and speedy data within a short span of time. Not months on end. IT
can re-focus their efforts to becoming true enablers of business
outcomes by organizing themselves around innovation and
influencing customer experiences through streamlined processes.
Results in increase in revenue channels.

For many business of today, the notion of "speed to market" is not a
differentiator to succeed anymore but a fundamental necessity to
survive. This will remain a challenge hampering progress until access
to the underlying data sources is fast and reliable for consumption -
whether they are siloed data marts or a centralized data warehouse
or data lakes (necessitated by big data, mobile, IOT ingestions).

1. Accelerate Business Outcomes - we bring a modernized
architecture (think API-led, logical warehousing, data fabric layer, ELT
vs ETL) yet scalable approach to data access without compromising
on quality.
2. Cloud Transformation - migrate data and users to Cloud (AWS,
Snowflake, Azure) without any business impact to the consumers.
3. Legacy IT Modernization - keeping your IT stack relevant to the
changing business needs and not be left behind your competition.
We will help you achieve this while continuing to realize value from
existing IT investments.



What are the Features and Benefits of the 
Combined Solution? 

About Us

CONTACT US 

About Denodo 

Denodo Technologies is the 
leader in data virtualization 
providing agile, high 
performance data integration, 
data abstraction, and real-
time data services across the 
broadest range of enterprise, 
cloud, big data, and 
unstructured data sources 
at half the cost of traditional 
approaches. Denodo’s 
customers across every 
major industry have gained 
significant business agility 
and ROI.

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

The Denodo Platform offers the 
broadest access to structured 
and unstructured data residing 
in enterprise, big data, and 
cloud sources, in both batch 
and real-time, exceeding the 
performance needs of data-
intensive organizations for 
both analytical and operational 
use cases, delivered in a 
much shorter timeframe than 
traditional data integration tools.

SOLUTION HIGHLIGHTS

300%
increase in 
business user 
productivity

80%
reduction in 
development 
resources

30%
faster access 
to data than 
ETL processes

Visit www.denodo.com
Email info@denodo.com https://www.twenty20sys.com

info@twenty20sys.com
609-619-0021

Twenty20 Systems is a technology consulting services company that
specializes in delivering customized solutions to its customers. We
have a strong team of architects and developers globally with
extensive experience in architecture/design and implementation of
data integration and analytical solutions. In addition, we also provide
Cloud and DevOps services. We take a lot of pride in delivery
excellence across various industry verticals – delivered in onshore,
nearshore, and offshore models.

Our services include:

1. Strategic: solution assessments, enterprise strategy/roadmaps,
architecture advisories, proof of concepts and evaluation support)
2. Implementation: project-based, migration services, and staff
augmentation
3. Training and enablement

In this fast-paced, digitally-powered economy, businesses of today
look for technology partners who truly understand what it means to
be an enabler in making the business succeed. This is what Twenty20
Systems will become to you - a technology partner and a trusted
advisor in realizing in your business vision.

Our combined solution with Denodo as the data virtualization
platform helps customers realize accelerated ROI and address
immediate speed to market requirements for their business.

Twenty20's MissionImpact offerings that takes pride in delivering
impactful mission critical outcomes to your business in a matter of
weeks aligns well with the architecture and capabilities that Denodo's
data virtualization platform brings to the table. It eliminates the need
for data replication and the associated increase in data infrastructure
spending costs, while keeping focus on driving speed and impact.
Additionally, there is the clearly attributable future value in not
accumulating technical debt through data replication over time.

If you are unsure as to whether IT modernization or legacy
transformation is important for your business, reach out to us - we
will engage to work closely with you in defining the right strategy that
fits your business needs.




